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Transformations in undor space are considered. The corresponding conservation laws are 
derived. Larmor transformations and the reversal of boson masses are examined. Extended 
Foldy-Tani and Cini-Touschek transformation groups are set up in boson theory (one of them 
is the analog of the usual FT transformation and has been discussed previously [30•31 ] without 
being included in the general scheme of the Kemmer theory ) . 

IN this paper we shall consider certain conserva
tion laws which arise as a consequence of the in
variance of the Lagrangian under transformations 
in wave-function space. These transformations are 
not in general imitated by any coordinate transfor
mations of the conformal group. The results ob
tained in the investigation of these transformations 
allow one, in accordance with Schwinger's dynam
ical principle, to establish quantization laws which 
depend on the order of the Lagrangian. We shall 
also consider concrete examples: the group of 
Larmor transformations for a boson field and the 
canonical transformations of the Hamiltonian re
lated to it. 

1. WAVE FUNCTION TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
CONSERVATION LAWS 

The analysis of the invariant properties of La
grangians and the attendant wave equations is usu
ally restricted to coordinate transformations and 
the conservation laws following from Noether' s 
theorem. [1- 4] There exists a possibility, which 
has been relatively little investigated, of extend
ing the group of transformations of wave functions 
to those which are not directly imitated by trans
formations in four-dimensional space. As exam
ples we might mention the y5 transformations for 
fermion fields [5- 7J and the Larmor transformation 
for boson fields. [S, 9] As was discovered recently, 
such transformations can be incorporated in the 
Lorentz group of spaces with more than four di
mensions, [10] but we shall not, in the present 
paper, develop this idea, which is interesting in 
its own right. 

We shall investigate wave equations of first and 
second order[11 - 13] with a constant proper mass m 
(ti=c=1): 

(a1-a1- + m) ')J = 0, 

(- a).aaaL + m2 ) ')J = 0, 

derived from the Lagrangians 

L~~J =- ini (')J+ 1/ 2 (I + m-1a1Jh) ')J 

+ 1/ 2 (/- m-1 aAaA)r'P+·')J), 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

L~2> =- 2im 1/ 2 (/- m-1 o:Aa)/ '1'+· 1/2 (/ + m-1a).a)) ')J,(l.4) 

where 1/J+ is the charge conjugate and transpose of 
the function 1/J, and ap. is one of the representa
tions of the Dirac or Kemmer algebras. 
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The variational principle for L~1 > or L~2 > must 
be invariant under transformations of the confor
mal group with the restrictions introduced by HillPJ 
Let us consider the class of transformations in the 
space of 1/J defined by the relations 

c'l'ljl = c'lu(a) ')J, (1.5) 

and commuting with the Lorentz transformation 
(ouz = t[aA.aa]6lA.u). The latter condition is sat
isfied in at least two cases: 

a) c'lu+(o:) = - c'lu(o:) = ic'lrp, 

[ao:,,J = a2 - I = 0, (1.6) 

where TJ is a continuous real parameter (the infini
tesimal phase transformation of the wave function 
reduces to such a transformation with a = I). The 
invariance of L0 generates in this case the conser
vation law 

Since a = I exists in all representations, we can, 
by defining it as degenerate in terms of the corre
sponding group of isospin space, a E IG(Is ), in
terpret ( 1.6) as conservation of the current j~s l. 
In many-dimensional representations of the alge-
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algebras a >"' I can also commute with the a 11 ; 

{actv.} = a2 - I= 0. 

The corresponding conservation law contains 
sources: 

(1.8) 

a~. ('1\J+a (<'ltLof<'l(a),'l\1+)) + (<'lrLof<'l(a~.'l\1)) a'I\J) + '1\J+a (<'ltLJ6'P+) 

+ (<'lrLof<'l'l\1) a'I\J = 0. (1.9) 

It is further necessary to distinguish two vari
ants: b1 ) a= ac and [acR11 J = 0, and b2) a 
= aac and { aacR11} = 0 (R11 are the matrices of 
coordinate reflections ) . 

In the variant b1) the conserved quantity is an 
ordinary vector and has, if ac is unique, the 
meaning of the current vector of the field action, 
s11, introduced by the author [14] and independently 
by Freistadt. [15] The vector s11 can be introduced 
on the basis of classical considerations by repre
senting the field action as a functional, 

S[a] = ~ s" (x') daP. (x'), (1.10) 
o(x) 

According to (1.9), it has the following form for the 
Lagrangians (1.3) and (1.4): 

s~2) = (2mt1 ('1\l+otc<Xp.ot)..a)..'ljJ + a-.'1\J+a)..<Xp.<Xc'I\J). 

(1.11) 

Diagonalization of ac leads to the projection 
operators % (I ± ac): 

'1\111 = 1/2 (/ - a,) 'ljl; (1.12) 

since { aca11} = 0, the canonical momenta 7TI con
jugate to the canonical coordinates 1/Jn can be de
fined by the relations 

n{ = <'lrsol<'l'I\J = <'lrLof<'l (at'i'll) <Xc, 

rt1 = <'ltsofb'\j)+ = ac<'ltLof6 (at'ljJti}. (1.13) 

Using the action operator we can obtain the com
mutation relations for 1/J with the help of Schwing
er's dynamical principle. In the theory with L~0 
the commutation relations are different for fermi
ons and bosons, while in the theory with L~2 > they 
are identical: [iS] 

['1\J: (x) '1\l~ (x')] = i<'la~ ~ (x - x'), (1.14) 

and the Pauli principle for fermions must be in
corporated directly in the scattering matrix. 

In the second variant, b2 ), where a = aac and 
{ O!acR11 } = 0, the conserved quantity is the pseu
dovector of the spin, and the conservation law (1. 9) 
represents the known Uhlenbeck-Laporte equation 
for fermions [17] and bosons. 

2. LARMOR TRANSFORMATION AND REVERSAL 
OF BOSON MASS 

The discussion of these transformations is most 
convenient within the framework of the complete 
reducible four-dimensional representations of the 
Kemmer algebra spanned by the basis of the irre
ducible eight-dimensional representation of the 
Dirac algebra, [18] 

~~±) = 112 (rp. ± rv-), (2.1) 

where G16 (y) x G16 (y) = G256 (y,y) is the group of 
the irreducible eight-dimensional representations 
of the anticommutative algebra. 

The additivity of the representations y11 and :Y11 
implies the additivity of L(y) and L(y) and the 
multiplicativity of the transformation operators, 
U(/3) = U(y) U(y). For the Lagrangian L~1 >(y) 
( such fields will be called Larmor fields ) we have 
invariance with respect to the following important 
group of transformations (in the matrix for the 16 
component undor 1/J(x) we must take I m I>: 

m'=-m, (2.2) 

m'=+m, (2.3) 

m'=-m, (2.4) 

where R5 = R1R2R3R4 is a matrix of class ac of 
Sec. 1 introduced earlierC19] and corresponding to 
the complete space inversion for bosons: uj = UJ 
= R5, 11t = iji, = 11h = 1. The transformations (2.2) 
to (2.4) form the commutative group of the Larmor 
transformations, since uv1L = uR, etc. 

· The Larmor bosons with L~0 (y) exhibit simi
lar properties. In Kemmer bosons UL and iiL re
verse the behavior of 1/J upon reflection [8], while 
the transformation UR leaves the field equations 
invariant. If the sign of m is also fixed in the field 
equations, then UR reverses the masses of all 
bosons. The application of uL and iiL to the par
ticular case of the electromagnetic field has al
ready been considered by Larmor [ 20] and, re
cently, Takabayasi. [21] The author [8•9] has treated 
the transformations UL and llL in boson theory. 
The analog of UL is also known in the theory of 
spinor fields. [5] 

Phase transformations with ocp = 61)y5 leave 
the equations of Larmor bosons with L~1 >(y) in
invariant, whereas phase transformations with 
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ocp = orry5 leave Larmor bosons with L~0 (y) in
variant. In the first case [for 11 - 011 both cases 
are analogous to variant a) of Sec. 1 ], the pseudo
vector current 1f;+y5yf-LijJ of a field with yf-L is con
served, and in the second case, the pseudovector 
current ljJ+y5yf-LijJ of a field with YJ.L is conserved. 
Neither current vanishes for electrically neutral 
fields. 

No similar invariances exist in the case of 
Kemmer bosons with {3~±). They do not even emerge 
in the limit m- 0. As for spinor fields, the re
duction of the representations has in this case the 
effect that the transformation with the operator 
exp (i1jR5 ) goes over into a trivial phase transfor
mation, for already in the 8 x 8 representation the 
quantity R5 - ± I and the transformations u L and 
ii L coincide. 

Transformations of the type of a general rota
tion in isospace, 

1 a [2 + 1 b 12 = 1 

(2.5) 
leave L0(y) invariant, whereas L0(y) remains in
variant under (2.5) with y5• All boson equations 
are invariant under (2.5) with the matrix R5• 

Lagrangians of second order, L~2 >, are invari
ant under all transformations of the form 

TJ2 = I' (2.6) 

which enlarges the number of conservation laws: 

(2. 7) 

Moreover, the new group exp ( 11R5 ) is added to the 
transformation groups with the operators exp( i11y5 ) 

and exp(i1jy5 ). Supernumerary degrees of freedom 
appearing in the equations of second order can, if 
necessary, be dealt with by extracting part of the 
components of ljJ with the help of the invariant 
projection operators 

yields two groups, including the Larmor transfor
mations: 

Go E I, Y4• y,, Yo= iy4y,, 

Go E /, Y4' Y5• Yo= iy4y,, 
These have the property 

(3.2) 

WoHo (r)l = [GoHo (r)l = 0; (3.3) 

therefore, the transformations studied in [ 22 ] for 
an anticommuting algebra have additional degen
eracies in the case of Larmor bosons. 

Let us now consider the generalization of the. 
two basis classes of canonical transformations of 
the free field Hamiltonian, the Foldy-Tani [ 24 •25 ] 

and the Cini-Touschek[26 ] transformations, to the 
theory of boson fields. It is sufficient to consider 
the case of a Larmor field with yf-L, since the gen
eralization of the results to the case of a Kemmer 
field presents no difficulties if one makes use of 
the multiplicativity of the free field transformation 
operators mentioned in Sec. 2. 

Let us introduce the unitary canonical transfor
mations with the Hermitian matrices YI and YII 
(generalized Foldy-Tani transformations) 

Vh = N-'f, (YI + Yur4Ho (y)/1 E j), 

u FT = N-'!. (n + H o (r) r4rull£1), 

VhUn = r¥ = r¥1 =I, 

N = (2 1 E I + (1 + s) m)/ I E. I 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

and the generalized Cini-Touschek transformations 

u~T = N-'lo (rl + ruaP (r) H 0 (r)/ IE 1), 

Ucr=W'1•(r1+ Ho(r) ap (r) ru/1 Ej), (3.6) 

U~rU cr= r¥ = r¥1 = I, N = (21 E I+ (I + s) I p 1)/i E j, 
(3. 7) 

p(±) (a~~)= 1/ 2 (/±a~~). 
where ap(y) = iy4(yp)/l p J, a~(y) =I, and s 

(2.8) = ± 1 defines the commutation rules for YI and yn: 

The same operators taken in various combina
tions may also include the interaction with other 
fields. 

3. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE 
HAMILTONIAN 

The construction of a complete group of canon
ical transformations of the Hamiltonian of a free 
spinor field has been considered by Pac [22 ] with 
the help of methods developed by Watanabe. [23 ] In 
the theory of bosons, the factorization of the group 
of basic reflections, 

(3.1) 

(3.8) 

The matrices YI and YII can commute differ
ently, with ap(Y) and y4, thereby changing there
sult of the transformation. Specifying their behav
ior by the indices si, sir, sJ:, and sJ:I: 

r 1aP (r) - s;aP (r) r 1 = rnap (r) - s; 1aP (r) ru 

= Y1Y4- s;r4YI = YuY4- s;IY4Yu = 0, (3.9) 

we obtain as a condition for the absence of matrices 
inN 

r 1ru = I for s = + I. (3.10) 

Specifically, the following transformations are 
possible: 
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I. s = + 1, si =sir, sj = sji; in this case where ± YTYITY4 = R0• For Kemmer fields, this op-
eration does not give the needed result, since the 

UhHo (r) Ucr= s~rxp (r) IE I· corresponding operators DFT(y) and UFT(y) do 
(3 .11) not commute and U ( f3 ) 'if! U ( y) U ( y). The exclusion 

For sf = + 1 there exist four transformations with of the longitudinal components of the Kemmer field 
YI· YII E G0 and four transformations with YI· YII and use of the Hamiltonian H~ (~) = ~4 (m-1 (~. p)2 + m) 
E R5G0; for sf = - 1 there exist four variants with in UFT leads to a very narrow group of transfor
YI· YII E R4G0 and four variants with YI• YII E R0G0• mations (four in number) giving the same result: 
The transf~rmations FT and CT correspond to UtrH~ (~) U n = R.0 IE I· 
YI = YII = IGo. 

The transformation FT diagonalizes H0 in the 
theory of the electron and permits a very simple 
formulation of quantum electrodynamics in con
figuration space. [27 ] This is not possible for boson 
fields, since y4 and y5 are not diagonalized, so 
that {34 is not diagonalized either. The transforma
tion which diagonalizes H0 in the theory of Kem
mer fields will be considered below. 

Ila. s = -1, si = sir= + 1; there are two vari
ants: 

s; = -s;1 =+I, UhHo(r) Un = -r1r 11r,IEI, 

U't:rHo (r) Ucr = Ho (r) (3.12) 

six transformations with .r" rii E G0 , R.aCl0 ; and 

s; = - s;I = -I, U~rHo (r) U FT = + rirur41E 1. 
UtrH 0 (y, m) Ucr = H0 (y,- m) (3.13) 

six transformations with rl' ru E R.lfo. Go. 
lib. s = - I , s~ = s~ I = - I, s; = - s; I = ± I ; 

here 
UhHo (r) u FT = rirur4 IE I· 

UcrHo (r) Ucr = Ho (r) (3.14) 

sixteen transformations with Yp Yu E R.ljo• R.o0o· 
He. s = - 1, sf = - sfr = + 1; we have 

s; = s;I = + I, U~rHo (r) U FT = - ririir, IE 1. 
UerHo (r) u cr = + rirurxp (r) IE I (3.15) 

six transformations with r 1 ,r11 E ffo, R./f0 ; 

s; =- s;1 =-I, UhHo (r, m) Un = Ho (r,- m), 

UhH o (r) u cr = - rirurxp (r) IE I (3.16) 

ten transformations with rl' ru E R.oGo, R.r.Go. 
lid. s = - 1, sf = - sh = - 1; here 

s; = s;1 = + 1, UhHo (y, p) Un = H0 (y,- p), 

U~rHo (r) Ucr = r 1rurxp (r) IE I (3.17) 

six transformations with rl' Yu EGo, R.llo; 

s; = s;I =-I, UhHo (y) Upr =- H0 (y), 

U~rHo (r) Ucr = ririlrxp (r) IE I (3.18) 

ten transformations with Yp r 11 E R./f0, R./fo. 
Among the transformations (3.13) and (3.15) 

there is a transformation which diagonalizes H0( y), 
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